Congestion Management Report

A TRL 3A is called on the Wylie Ridge – Sammis 345kV flowgate.
A request is made for 10 MWs relief next hour. The current hour flow is (-)415 MWs. The next hour target flow
requested becomes (-)425 MWs.
The next hour flow is shown to increase to (-)383 MWs from (-)415 MWs. This makes a difference of 32 MWs
additional that is required to the 10 MW request to fulfill the (-)425 MW next hour target flow. A total of 42 MWs of
relief is now required.

Column Definitions:
•

The Total Transmission Allocation is the total amount of Transmission Allocation Reservations (by priority
level) for transactions subject to curtailment (TDF > 5%). This number can be found on the Whole
Transaction List (WTL).

•

The Total Scheduled MW is the sum of all the Scheduled MWs (by priority level) subject to curtailment
(TDF > 5%) assigned to all the transactions in the priority bucket. This number can be found on the Whole
Transaction List (WTL).

•

The Next Hour MW (by priority level) is the active MW amount that is supposed to flow next hour. This
number accounts for outside restrictions that limit the MW flow.

•

The Curtail MW is the MW amount curtailed by the TLR (by priority level). In this example, 104 MWs of 2NH and 584 MWs of 6-NN are being curtailed next hour.

•

The Relief Provided is the MW amount of the relief provided by the curtailed MW (by priority level). This is
calculated by multiplying the TDF of the tag by the Curtail MW. In this example, 42.2 MWs of relief were
provided (42 MWs were requested). The breakdown of the tags and their TDFs can be found below in the
Next Hour Schedule Reallocation Table.

•

The Total Relief Available is the sum of the impact (Total Scheduled MW * TDFs) for all the transactions
with a TDF of 5% or greater (by priority level). This calculation will be aggregated by the priority and for all
the e-Tags, including those that were not curtailed in the TLR prescription because their priority is higher
than the Marginal Curtailment priority. For each priority the transactions that are not part of the
Curtailment List will be accounted for (i.e., transactions in the Proceed status). In this example, the Relief
Provided is 42.2 MWs even though the Total Relief Available is 146.1 MWs.

•

The Remaining Relief Available is the difference between the values in the Total Relief Available Column
and the Total Relief Provided Column (by priority level). In this example, 42.2 MWs of relief was provided
of the 146.1 MWs available. A remaining 104 MWs is available to be cut if additional relief is needed.

The Next Hour Schedule Reallocation Table lists the tags that were affected by the TLR that was issued.

TLR Summary Page

The Remaining Relief column on the TLR summary page differs from the CMR. Here it lists what relief was not
provided by the TLR (that had been requested). For example, a TLR was called on the Mansfield – Beaver Valley
345 kV line above. A request was made for 10 MWs, however only 7.1 MWs of relief was provided. The
Remaining Relief listed on this page is 2.9 MWs.

